
B I N G O

 easy  where  broom  trying  want

 follow  saying  dark  agreed  keeper

 able  knees
Free

Space!  moose  scare

 morning  girl  between  coming  forest

 why  wasn't  agree  having  named
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 morning  moose  coming  wasn't  follow

 scare  named  trying  dark  want

 having  easy
Free

Space!  saying  where

 between  forest  why  able  broom

 cared  agreed  knees  girl  keeper
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B I N G O

 saying  follow  girl  named  easy

 why  broom  knees  scare  having

 moose  where
Free

Space!  dark  keeper

 agreed  want  able  coming  morning

 between  cared  agree  wasn't  trying
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 having  saying  where  agree  want

 morning  wasn't  agreed  forest  scare

 broom  moose
Free

Space!  able  knees

 easy  why  keeper  girl  coming

 between  cared  dark  named  trying
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B I N G O

 able  cared  agreed  easy  girl

 named  why  coming  scare  between

 knees  forest
Free

Space!  wasn't  where

 moose  want  saying  keeper  morning

 having  broom  dark  follow  agree
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 why  between  keeper  agree  cared

 follow  forest  named  agreed  coming

 able  knees
Free

Space!  where  wasn't

 dark  broom  saying  girl  morning

 having  trying  moose  scare  easy
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B I N G O

 able  girl  having  cared  named

 knees  moose  want  scare  agreed

 coming  broom
Free

Space!  between  agree

 trying  forest  keeper  morning  why

 follow  easy  dark  saying  where
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 moose  want  keeper  wasn't  agreed

 where  forest  cared  named  trying

 girl  why
Free

Space!  easy  between

 dark  coming  agree  follow  knees

 morning  having  broom  saying  able
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B I N G O

 named  wasn't  want  having  scare

 where  follow  trying  coming  agreed

 saying  girl
Free

Space!  agree  between

 keeper  morning  able  forest  cared

 why  moose  broom  dark  knees
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 able  want  where  scare  dark

 trying  broom  follow  girl  saying

 morning  cared
Free

Space!  between  easy

 wasn't  why  agreed  having  agree

 moose  keeper  coming  knees  forest
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